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Code generation from hybrid system models, a promising approach
for producing reliable embedded systems, has been our research focus for
some time now. In this report, we summarize the progress made thus far
and provide directions for research towards realization of this goal.
1 Introduction
Code generation from hybrid systems model has been the focus of our research
effort for some time now. A framework for automatic code generation was
introduced in [5]. Extensions were proposed in [10] and [6]. Here we make a
detailed report of the assumptions and results in the work so far and propose
directions for future work towards the goal of model-based code generation for
embedded systems.
A model-based design has several benefits, such as,
• Error detection in the early stages of development
• Analysis and formal guarantees of runtime behavior
• Automatic code generation
Incorporation of these advantages into the framework are our primary goals here.
Automatic code generation, offers, in addition to the above, several benefits like
faster and higher quality code development for complex systems. It also allows
the designer to concentrate on high-level design issues.
The broad objective of automatic code generation from hybrid models is to
generate platform-specific executable code from a platform independent model.
This is briefly illustrated in Figure 1. The hybrid systems model is described
in the language Charon [3]. Another focus of our work is to validate the code
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Figure 1: Model for automatic code generation.
against the originating model. This is challenging because the model is defined in
the continuous-time domain, whereas the code is executed in a discrete manner.
Clearly, certain properties are lost during the translation. Our goal is to identify
what kinds of properties can be maintained and to develop necessary techniques.
The rest of the report is organized as follows: We present the model in Sec-
tion 2. The progress so far including all the underlying assumptions is presented
in Section 3. In Section 4 we discuss the possibilities of future work and conclude
in Section 5.
2 Hybrid Systems Model
Hybrid systems is a formal model that combines continuous dynamics specified
in differential equations and finite state machine based discrete control. For-
mally, a hybrid model consists of a real vector x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) denoting the
continuous state, a finite set of discrete states P that associates x with a differ-
ential equation x˙ = fp(x) for each p ∈ P , and a set of transitions E ⊆ P × P .
The continuous state x evolves according to the differential equation x˙ = fp(x)
when the current discrete state is p. When the current discrete state is changed
from p to p′, x is optionally reset to a new value R(x, p, p′) defined by a map
R : Rn×P×P → Rn, and continues evolution in accordance with the differential
equation x˙ = fp′(x) associated with p
′. To control the discrete behavior, discrete
transitions can be guarded by predicates over x. That is, a set G((p, p′)) ⊆ Rn
for each (p, p′) ∈ E specifies the necessary condition on the continuous state
that the transition (p, p′) can be taken. Note that a discrete transition is not
necessarily taken immediately even if the guard is true. To enforce a transition,
an invariant set I(p) ⊆ Rn is associated for each p ∈ P to specify the condition
that the discrete state can stay in p (that is, the condition that x will follow
x˙ = fp(x)).Without loss of generality, we will assume that G(p, p
′) ⊂ I(p), and
G(p, p′), I(p) 6= ∅ for all possible p and p′.
For example, Figure 2 shows a simple hybrid model for a robot dog panning













Figure 2: Hybrid model for a robot dog.
constant increase/decrease (±10◦/s) of variable x, which represents the angular
position of the head. Transitions cause the direction of the movement of the
head to be reversed by switching the position (and hence dynamics) when the
head is moved beyond a certain position (±22◦). The transitions can be taken
any time while the guard is true (i.e., the exact time when the transition is
taken is non-deterministic). The invariant of each location specifies that the
switch should occur before the head moves beyond its allowed range (x ≤ 25
and x ≥ −25).
We have been developing the modeling language Charon, a design envi-
ronment for specification and analysis of hybrid systems [1]. As a language,
Charon has many object-oriented features to aid design of complex hybrid
systems. In Charon, the building block for describing the system architecture
is an agent that communicates with its environment via shared variables. The
language supports the operations of composition of agents to model concur-
rency, hiding of variables to restrict sharing of information, and instantiation of
agents to support reuse. The building block for describing flow of control inside
an atomic agent is a mode. A mode is basically a hierarchical state machine,
that is, a mode can have sub-modes and transitions connecting them. Variables
can be declared locally inside any mode with the standard scoping rules for
visibility. Modes can be connected to each other only via well-defined entry and
exit points. We allow sharing of modes so that the same mode definition can be
instantiated in multiple contexts. Discrete updates in Charon are specified by
guarded actions labeling transitions connecting the modes. Some of the variables
in Charon can be declared analog, and they flow continuously during contin-
uous updates that model passage of time. The evolution of analog variables
can be constrained in three ways: differential constraints, algebraic constraints,
and invariants which limit the allowed durations of flows. Charon supports
compositional trace semantics for both modes and agents [4]. For analysis it
supports simulation, and formal verification of safety properties for a restricted
subset, namely, models with finite discrete state and linear continuous dynamics
in every mode [1, 2].
3
3 Sound code generation for embedded systems
In this section, we will review our previous work ([5, 10, 6]). Our emphasis is
establishing a formal relationship between the mathematical semantics of hybrid
model and the actual executions of the corresponding code. When considering
accuracy of the generated code, a variety of errors can be considered. However,
our focus will be on errors due to discretization of a hybrid system. An overview
of all kinds of errors is given in [5].
We consider, without loss of generality, a hybrid system consisting of n
concurrent atomic agents A1, A2, . . . An. We denote a atomic agent as a tuple
〈M,V 〉 where M denotes the set of modes and V the set of all variables. That
is, we assume that the mode and agent hierarchy is flattened to simplify the
discussion. We consider a closed system of agents, assuming without loss of
generality that naming conflicts have been resolved. We define the set of globally
active modes MA for an agent A = 〈A1, . . . , An, V 〉, where each agent Ai is
atomic, as the cross-product of the active modes of its sub-agents. The set of all
variables of A denoted by VA is the union of all variables of its sub-agents, and
the set of valuations of all variables is denoted by ΣA. A state of the agent A then
consists of a globally active mode and a valuation of all its variables. The set of
all states of an agent A is denoted by χA, and the set of initial states is denoted
by χ0A ⊆ χA. The set of globally active constraints Cons(M
′) , given a set of
globally active mode M ′, is the union of all active constraints of its sub-agents,
the set of globally active invariants I(M ′) is the union of all active invariants of
its sub-agents, and the set of globally active transitions T (M ′) is the union of
all active transitions of its sub-agents. We call a function Φ : ΣA × R≥0 → ΣA
an admissible flow for the globally active mode M ′ if ∀v ∈ ΣA : Φ(v, 0) = v and
Φ(v, t) is the solution to all globally active constraints in M ′.
3.1 Single threaded code generation
The framework for automatic code generation was presented in [5, 11]. The
approach described there was to compile the modeling language Charon by
exploiting the semantics to generate code in a modular fashion. A sufficient
condition was also identified to guarentee absence of switching errors.
The framework introduced two phases for translation from the model to the
code. The front-end transforms the Charon code into a high-level language
representation. Then, the back-end compiles this code into a binary code suit-
able for the target platform once the target compiler is given. This is shown in
Figure 3.
Here, we present a summary of assumptions and results of that paper.
3.1.1 Model and Assumptions
The model was assumed to be non-blocking, the code to be running in a single
thread with all the agents having the same sampling frequency, h. Further, the
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Figure 3: Model for automatic code generation.
tasks are executed in the dependency order with the task-dependency graph
assumed acyclic. Only systems where guard and invariant sets are non-disjoint
are considered. A transition is assumed to be taken as soon as guard is enabled,
a policy called urgent switching. Sensing and computation were assumed to be
instantaneous in this model.
3.1.2 Results
Discretization errors for the case of single-threaded code generation were ana-
lyzed in [5]. The possibility of missed transitions was considered and a sufficicent
condition was derived to guarentee no missed transitions. Before we present this
result, a few defintions are in order.
Definition 1. (Fixed step-size simulator) A fixed step-size simulator with a pe-
riod h, given a closed agent A = 〈SA, V 〉 of atomic sub-agents SA = A1, . . . , An,
computes a potentially partial function fA : N → χA. The function fA is defined
as fA(0) ∈ χ
0
A, and fA(k + 1) = fn(fA(k)) with
1. f0(M,v) = (M,Φ(v, h)) where Φ is an admissible flow in M , such that
∀t ∈ [0, h] : Φ(v, t) ∈ I(M); and
2. there exists a admissible ordering o : {1, . . . , n} → SA that corresponds to
a full ordering of the partial order given by the dependency graph of atomic
agents based on their active transitions, such that one of the following two
evaluations is used for 1 ≤ i ≤ n;
(a) if the invariants of the active mode Mo(i) of atomic sub-agent o(i)
are not violated, then fi(M,v) = fi−1(M,v); or
(b) if there exists an enabled active transition t ∈ T (Mo(i))), that is
guardt(v) = true, where t is switching to the globally active mode
M ′, then fi(M,v) = (M
′, actionst(fi−1(M,v)))
The fixed step-size simulator with a period h for a given Charon model can
be seen as computing approximations of a mathematical hybrid system model.
Given a admissible initial state, it evaulates the behavior of an agent at time
points 0, h, 2h, . . ..
Definition 2. (ǫ-lookahead agent) Given a globally active mode M for a closed
agent A = 〈SA, V 〉 of atomic sub-agents SA = A1, . . . , An and an admissible
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flow Φ, define the guard set G ⊆ I(M) as the set of valuations of νA such that
at least one globally active transition t is enabled. A globally active mode M for
an agent A is called an ǫ−lookahead mode iff
PostΦ(I(M)\G, ǫ) ⊆ I(M) (1)
An ǫ−lookahead agent A = 〈SA, V 〉 is a closed agent of atomic sub-agents
such that all its globally active modes are ǫ−lookahead modes.
It can be shown that a h−lookahead agent can be faithfully simulated by
a fixed step-size simulator with period h. This is summarized in the following
theorem.
Theorem 1. A non-blocking h−lookahead agent A can be faithfully simulated
by a fixed step-size simulator with period h; that is for any admissible trace rA :
R≥0 → χA of the h−lookahead agent A there exists simulation trace f that can
be computed by a fixed step-size simulator, such that ∀k ∈ N : r(kh) = f(k).
3.2 Multithreaded code generation
The model in 3.1 considered all agents to be executing in a single thread at
the same frequency. This was extended to consider multiple threads of agents
executing at different frequencies in [10] with an emphasis on providing guaran-
tees of no-faulty transitions. By faulty transitions, we mean a transition that is
taken in the code at some moment but is not possible in the original model.The
key idea to avoid faulty transitions was to shrink the guard set once estimates
for numerical and synchronization error were known. In other words, the tran-
sition would be taken conservatively. The main assumptions and reuslts are
summarized below.
3.2.1 Model and Assumptions
A system of agents executing with different sampling periods and having in-
dependent dynamics was considered. It was assumed that the dynamics are
specified completely by differential equations without algebraic equations and
a global bound on the numerical and synchronization errors is known apriori.
Again, it was assumed that the sensing was instantaneous. A task with the least
(t + hT ) value was assumed to be scheduled first, where t is the current logical
time and hT is the period. This leads to an EDF-like scheduling policy.
3.2.2 Results
The notion of a system of agents was formalized by defining a System of Com-
municating Hybrid Automata(SCHA). To avoid faulty transitions, a System of
Instrumented Communicating Hybrid Automata(SICHA) was defined and finally
instrumentation was proved sufficient to ensure the absence of faulty transitions.
Here we omit several definitions and instead concentrate on the concept of in-
strumentation. The reader is refered to [10] for all the details.
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Definition 3. (CHA). A Communicating Hybrid Automaton, CHA, is a tuple
A = (P, V C, SV, p0, F , E, I,G,R, INIT ), where
• P is a finite set of distinct positions,
• V C is a finite set of continuous real variables, where |V C| = n,
• SV ⊆ V C is a non-empty finite set of shared variables which are parti-
tioned into input SV |in and output SV |out,
• p0 ∈ P is the initial position,
• F : P → F assigns to p ∈ P a function Fp ∈ F : R
n → Rn, which defines
ordinary differential equations satisfying the assumptions for existence and
uniqueness of solutions for all variables in V C − SV |in,
• E ⊆ P × P is a finite set of discrete transitions,
• I : P → (2R)n assigns the invariant interval to p ∈ P such that I(p) ∈
(2R)n and, for all x ∈ V C, we denote the invariant interval of x at the
position p by Ix(p),
• G : E → (2R)n assigns to (p1, p2) ∈ E the guard interval such that for all
x ∈ V C, Gx((p1, p2)) ∩ Ix(p1) 6= ∅, where Gx((p1, p2)) denotes the guard
interval of x,
• R : E × V C → R assigns a reset value R((p1, p2), x) ∈ Ix(p2) to a pair
(p1, p2) ∈ E and x ∈ V C − SV |in, and
• INIT : V C → R assigns to a variable the initial value satisfying
INIT (x) ∈ Ix(p0), for all x ∈ V C − SV |in.
Definition 4. (State of a CHA). Given a CHA A, a (time-stamped) state s =
(p, u, t) is an element of PA×R
n×R satisfying the following condition: at time
t, for all x ∈ V C, u(x) ∈ Ix(p), where u(x) is the valuation of x.
Definition 5. (System of Communicating Hybrid Automata). Given a finite set
of CHAs {(A0, SV0), . . . , (Ai, SVi), . . . , (An, SVn)}, a System of Communicating
Hybrid Automata denoted by SCHA C is a tuple ((A0, SV0), . . . ,
(Ai, SVi), . . . , (An, SVn)), such that
• ∪iSVi|in ⊆ ∪iSVi|out and
• SVi|out ∩ SVj |out = ∅, for all 0 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n.
Definition 6. (State of an SCHA). Given an SCHA C = (A0, A1, . . . , An,
SV ), a state s is defined as ((pA0 , uA0), . . . , (pAn , uAn), t), where (pAi , uAi , t)
is a state of CHA A at time t satisfying that uAi(x) = uAj (x) if x ∈ SVi|in ∩
SVj |out.
Definition 7. (Run of an SCHA). A run of an SCHA C = (A0, A1, . . . , An,
SV ) is a (possibly infinite) sequence of states 〈s0, s1, . . . , si, si+1, . . .〉, where
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• s0 = ((p
A0
0 , INITA0), (p
A1
0 , INITA1), . . . , (p
An
0 , INITAn), 0), and
• (si, si+1) is either a discrete transition step or a continuous transition step
for all i ≥ 0.
A run is called an alternating run if discrete transition steps and continuous
transition steps occurs alternately, i.e., if (si, si+1) is a continuous transition
step, then (si+1, si+2) is a discrete transition step, and vice versa.
Definition 8. (DCHA) A Discretized Communicating Hybrid Automaton,
DCHA is a tuple H = (A, T ), where
• A is a Communicating Hybrid Automaton,
• T = {t0, t1, t2, . . .} is a discrete time domain, where ti ∈ R and ti+1 > ti
for all i.
Definition 9. (State of DCHA). Given a DCHA H, a (time-stamped) state
s = (p, u, t) is an element of PA × R
n × R satisfying the following condition:
t ∈ T , and s is a state of A.
Given a state si of DCHA H, we denote the components of si as si|p, si|u
and si|t respectively.
Definition 10. (µ-insensitivity). Given a CHA A, the invariant Ix(p) is said
µ-insensitive if, for all x ∈ VC − SV|in, x(t) ∈ Ix(p) and x(t + µ) = x(t) +∫ t+µ
t
Fp(x) dt ∈ Ix(p) implies x(t + δ) = x(t) +
∫ t+δ
t
Fp(x) dt ∈ Ix(p) for all
δ ∈ [0, µ] where x(t) denotes valuation of x at time t. When all invariants in A
are µ-insensitive, A is said µ-insensitive. We say that SCHA C is µ-insensitive
when all CHA Ak of C is µ-insensitive.
Definition 11. (discretized SCHA). Given an SCHA C = (A0, A1, . . . , An,
SV) and a discrete time domain T , a discretized SCHA, denoted by DSCHA, is
a tuple (H0,H1, . . . ,Hn,SV), where Hi = (Ai, T ).
To formalize the effect of accumulated numerical errors and synchronization
errors of an SCHA, a formalism called a System of Instrumented Communicating
Hybrid Automata (SICHA) was proposed. and it was shown that a run of the
SICHA is always included in that of the SCHA.
Let the bound of discrepancy at position p be denoted by γpj ,y which is
computed statically using Equation (2) below. Note that only exclusive-write/
multiple-read shared variables are allowed.
Given an SCHA C = ((A0, SV0), . . . , (An, SVn)) and a shared variable y ∈
SVj |in∩SVk|out, the bound of discrepancy due to synchronization error denoted
by γpj ,y at position pj is computed as follows:
γpj ,y =
{
|f(t, y) · h(pk)|max if h(pk) ≥ h(pj),
|f(t, y) · h(pj)|max if h(pk) < h(pj)
(2)
where f(t, y) is the derivative of y at time t, pk ∈ PAk , and pj ∈ PAj .
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Definition 12. (ICHA). Given a CHA A, an Instrumented Communicating
Hybrid Automaton of A, called ICHA, is defined as a tuple B = (A,N, h, β,
γ) where
• N : PA → PROG assigns to p ∈ PA a numerical method program with a
stepsize h(p),
• h : PA → R
+ assigns to p ∈ PA a stepsize h(p),
• β : PA × V C → R assigns to x ∈ V C at each p ∈ PA, a maximum accu-
mulated numerical error to calculate x denoted by βp,x,
• γ : PA × SV |in → R assigns to x ∈ SV |in at each p ∈ PA, a maximum
difference of the value of x from time t to time t+ h(p) denoted by γp,x,
• for each p ∈ PA and the invariant interval IA,x(p),
l(IB,x(p)) = l(IA,x(p)) + αp,x, r(IB,x(p)) = r(IA,x(p)) − αp,x, for all x ∈
V CA, and
• for each e ∈ EA and the guard interval GA,x(e),
l(GB,x(e)) = l(GA,x(e)) + αp,x, r(GB,x(e)) = r(GA,x(e)) − αp,x, for all




βp,x if variable x 6∈ SV |in at position p
βp,x + γp,x otherwise.
Definition 13. (System of Instrumented Communicating Hybrid Automata)
Let C = (A0, A1, . . . , An, SV ) be an SCHA. A System of ICHA (SICHA) D of
an SCHA C is defined by a tuple (B0, B1, . . . , Bn, SV ) where Bi is an ICHA of
Ai.
Definition 14. (Run of an SICHA). A run of an SICHA D = (B0, B1, . . . ,
Bn, SV ) is a sequence of states 〈s0, s1, . . . , 〉 such that
• s0 = ((p
B0
0 , INITB0), (p
B1
0 , INITB1), . . . , (p
Bn
0 , INITBn), 0),
• if si|t = si+1|t, (si, si+1) is a discrete transition step at time si|t, and
• if si|t < si+1|t, (si, si+1) is a unit continuous transition step.
The alternating run of an SICHA is defined similarly to that of an SCHA. A
run of an SICHA D is called an alternating run of D, if the discrete transition
step and the continuous transition step occurs in D alternately.
Now, with these definitions, we state the theorem to guarantee no faulty
transition:
Theorem 2. Given an HA A, let B = (A,N, h, β, γ) be an IHA such that A is
µB-insensitive. Then, for every alternating run
〈
sB0 , . . . , s
B





sA0 , . . . , s
A
i , . . . ,
〉
of A such that
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• sAi |p = s
B
i |p,
• sAi |u(x) ∈ [s
B
i |u(x)− βx, s
B
i |u(x) + βx] for all x ∈ V CA − SV |in, and
• sAi |t = s
B
i |t.
Theorem 3. Let C and D be an SCHA, (A0, . . . , Aj , . . . , An, SV ), and its
SICHA, (B0, . . . , Bj , . . . , Bn, SV ), respectively. Suppose Aj is µBj - insensi-
tive, then, for every alternating run 〈sD0 , s
D
1 . . . , s
D
i , . . . , 〉 in D, there exists an
alternating run 〈sC0 , s
C
1 . . . , s
C
i , . . . , 〉 in C such that
• sCi |Ai,p = s
D
i |Bi,p,
• sCi |Ai,u(x) ∈ [s
D
i |Ai,u(x)− αx, s
D
i |Bi,u(x) + αx], and
• sCi |t = s
D
i |t.
3.3 Distributed code generation
Distributed code generation was proposed as an extension to the previous work
in [6]. The notion of faithful implementation was introduced with focus on
guarentees of no faulty or missed transitions. A sufficient condition to guarantee
against missed transitions was also given. As before, we present a summary of
the model and assumptions.
3.3.1 Model and Assumptions
The case of the model with constant dynamics was considered here i.e., hybrid
systems where the right-hand side of every differential equation is a constant.
This is needed to avoid errors in numerical integration and it also makes in-
strumentation analysis easier. A distributed system of agents having different
sampling frequencies was considered here. Also it was assumed that the system
is free from clock drift. Further, the times for sensing and communication have
been assumed to be small enough to be included in the execution time. Each of
the guard sets was assumed to be a rectangular set. This makes the instrumen-
tation easy. The guard sets were assumed to be disjoint with each other. The
reason was twofold. First, we could relax the need for an EDF like execution
with this assumption since at most one agent has an enabled transition at any
moment, thereby eliminating the need for strict task ordering. Secondly, within
the same agent, the disjoint condition prevents non-deterministic choice, since
at most one transition is enabled at any position.
Now, we present a formal treatment of the work done in [6]
3.3.2 Results
The policy on transition here is that whenever a guard is enabled, the tran-
sition is taken eventually. This is called an eager transition policy. The µ −
insensitivity (Definition 10) introduced in Section 3.2 has to be redefined to
enforce this policy.
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Definition 15. (µ-insensitivity). Given a CHA A, the invariant Ix(p) is said
µ-insensitive if, for all x ∈ VC − SV|in, x(t) ∈ Ix(p) and x(t + µ) = x(t) +∫ t+µ
t
Fp(x) dt ∈ Ix(p) implies x(t + δ) = x(t) +
∫ t+δ
t
Fp(x) dt ∈ Ix(p) for all
δ ∈ [0, µ], and for all x ∈ VC − SV|in, x(t) ∈ Gx(p) and x(t + µ) = x(t) +∫ t+µ
t
Fp(x) dt ∈ Gx(p) implies x(t + δ) = x(t) +
∫ t+δ
t
Fp(x) dt ∈ Gx(p) for all
δ ∈ [0, µ], where x(t) denotes valuation of x at time t. When all invariants and
guards in A are µ-insensitive, A is said µ-insensitive. We say that SCHA C is
µ-insensitive when all CHA Ak of C is µ-insensitive.
If, from the current position, neither a continuous nor discrete transition
is possible, then we conveniently say that the current position goes to a null
position, denoted by ⊥.
We are considering only those models where the guards do not overlap at any
given time, both between transitions in the same agent and between transitions
in different agents. This precludes models which have non-deterministic tran-
sitions. Since the implementation is deterministic, this is important, as it will
allow the implementation to be faithful to the model. There are other advan-
tages in not considering such models, such as testing, evaluating and predicting
of positions.
With that important change in the model, we can define code more formally
as :
Definition 16. (Code Implementing ICHA (CICHA)) Given an ICHA B, the
code implementing Instrumented communicating hybrid automata called CICHA
is defined as a tuple K = (B, Id, ω, β, τ, π, σ, Clk, κ) where,
• Id : B → Z+ assigns a unique identifier to the implementation of ICHA
B,
• ω = {ω1, . . . ωn} is a collection of subroutines implementing the ICHA B,
• β = {β1, . . . βn} represents the region in memory that is associated with
all the subroutines ωi ∈ ω,
• η : B → R+ assigns to the ICHA B the Worst Case Execution Time to
implement ICHA B,
• π ∈ P is the current evaluated position,
• σ = {(xi, ti, idi,Θi)|xi ∈ V CB} where xi is a continuous variable of B,
ti ∈ R
n is the timestamp of latest valuation of xi by a ICHA with identifier
idi and Θi is the set of synchronization mechanisms on xi,
• Clk : B → R+ is a clock variable.
• κ : B → R+ is logical time of the latest evaluation.
Note that when we talk about a timestamp, we are talking of a vector quan-
tity with components from different agents. This is needed as in a distributed
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environment where each agent has an independent clock, there are bound to be
differences in time as kept by each of the clocks. Also note that xi represent
the local copy of variable xi and synchronization mechanisms Li are needed to
keep them updated. It is assumed that the process that writes to a variable xi,
will broadcast it immediately after the update. κ represents the logical time of
the latest execution.
Definition 17. (State of the CICHA) Given a ICHA B, a (time-stamped)
state of CICHA K = (B, Id, ω, β, η, π, σ, Clk, κ) q = (p, u, clk, κ) is an element
of πB × σ × R
+ × R+ satisfying the following condition: at time clk, for all
x ∈ V C, val(x) ∈ Ix(p), where val(x) is the value of x.
In defining the state, we timestamp the states with the time from the phys-
ical clock clk. This is different from the vector timestamp associated with the
variables. It is possible that the vector timestamps are generated by using the
physical clock clk.
Given a state qi of CICHA K, we denote the components of qi as qi|p, qi|u
qi|t and qi|l respectively. Note that the code is defined in continous time and so
is the model. However, the difference here is that updates are discrete in the
code whereas they are continuous in the model.
Definition 18. (Trace of an CICHA). A trace of an CICHA K = (B, Id, ω,
β, η, π, σ, Clk, κ) is a sequence of states 〈q0, q1, . . . , 〉 taken at clock times 〈clk0,
clk1, . . . , 〉 such that, q0 = (p
B0
0 , INITB0 , 0, 0), where INITB0 is the initial-
ization specified in the model. A trace 〈q0, q1, . . . , qn〉 is called terminated if
qn|p = ⊥.
Here, it should be noted that the trace is defined at monotonically increasing
discrete timestamps usually at earliest clock times where logical times are the
multiples of step-size h. We denote the earliest clock time with logcial time κ
to be e(κ).
Definition 19. (Faithful Implementation)Given trace of a code 〈q0, q1, . . .〉 of
CICHA K, with timestamps 〈clk0, clk1, . . .〉. If,
1. At all times clk, ∀x ∈ V C, |val(xB)− val(xK)| < αp,x,
2. If 〈clk0, clk1, . . .〉 = 〈e(0), e(h), e(2h), e(3h), . . .〉, then there exists a corre-
sponding run of the ICHA B, 〈s0, s1, . . .〉 taken at same logical times. At
any other time q|t, q|p = q
′
|p such that q
′
|t = e(q|l) or q
′
|t = e(q|l + h).
then the CICHA K is said to be a faithful implementation of the ICHA B. If K
satisfies condition 1, then K is said to be bounded numerical error implementa-
tion.
It is assumed here that runtime support pushes the execution forward and
also is responsible for maintaining physical times map to corresponding logical
times in the model. Informally, condition (1) places a bound on the error in
variables, and condition (2) gives a error bound on the timing of transitions
modulo the sampling error.
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Definition 20. (Code Implementing System of Instrumented Communicating
Hybrid Automata) Let L = (B0, B1, . . . , Bn, SV ) be an SICHA. The code im-
plementing a System of ICHA (CSICHA) H of an SICHA D is defined by a
tuple (K0,K1, . . . ,Kn, SV, φ, ψ, ν) where,
• Ki are CICHAs corresponding to ICHA Bi.
• SV is the set of shared variables
• ϕ : K×K → R+ is a function that associates a maximum communication
delay with every pair of CICHA (K1,K2),
• ψ = {ψ1, . . . ψm} is a collection of subroutines implementing the SICHA
D,
• ν = {ν1, . . . νn} represents the region in memory that is associated with all
the subroutines ψi ∈ ψ
Definition 21. (Faithful Implementation) CSICHA L is said to be a faithful
implementation of the SICHA D = (B0, B1, . . . , Bn, SV ) if every CICHA KBi
is a faithful implementation of ICHA Bi.
Now, we are in a position to formally define faulty and missed transitions.
Definition 22. (Faulty Transition) If 〈q0, q1, . . . , qn−1, qn〉 be a trace of the
CICHA taken at clock times 〈clk0, clk1, . . . clkn〉, such that there exists a run
of ICHA 〈s0, s1, . . . , sn−1〉, ∀i, si|p corresponds to qi|p with si|t = qi|l or si|t =
qi|l + h, but not a run 〈s0, s1, . . . , sn〉, then, the transition (qn−1|p, qn|p) is a
faulty transition.
Definition 23. (Missed Transition) If 〈q0, q1, . . . , qn−1, qn〉 be a terminated
trace of the CICHA (qn|p = ⊥) taken at clock times 〈clk0, clk1, . . . clkn〉, such
that there exists a run of ICHA 〈s0, s1, . . . , sn−1〉, ∀i, si|p corresponds to qi|p
with si|t = qi|l or si|t = qi|l + h, but not a run 〈s0, s1, . . . , sn〉, then, we say that
there is a missed transition at qn−1|p.
Having defined faulty and missed transitions, we now proceed to state how a
faithful implementation can help to assure us of no faulty or missed transitions.
The following theorems are in place :
Theorem 4. Let the system of CICHA K be implemented on a distributed
platform, and let K correspond to a SICHA D = (B0, B1, . . . , Bn, SV ). If every





and if K is a bounded numerical error implementation of D, then, there will be
no faulty transitions.
Proof. Direct from Theorem 1 in [10].
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Figure 4: Worst case scheduling possibility.
Theorem 5. Let the system of CICHA K be implemented on a distributed
platform, Let K correspond to a SICHA D = (B0, B1, . . . , Bn, SV ). Let hi be
the step size associated with ICHA (Bi).
Let Φ an admissible flow and let the guard set G(M) ⊆ I(M) be such that
an active transition t is enabled in state M . If,
PostΦ(I(M)\G(M),Ω) ⊆ I(M) (3)
where Ω = 2(hi +
∑
hj), and the summation is over all freqencies along the
longest path in the dependency graph of the guards of G, and the policy on
transitions is eager, then, there will be no missed transitions.
Proof. (sketch) We assume that task-period set Ω = {(τi, hi)}1 ≤ i ≤ n is given.
Each task τi will be treated as a periodic task with period hi executing in a
distributed environment. Let the execution time of τi be ηi and this is scheduled
to run every hi time units. Note that ηi here includes both execution time and
also perhaps communication delay associated. Also, we speak of time in the
reference frame at the processor executing task τi. Therefore, in the worst case,
τi might be scheduled at time jhi and a guard might be enabled (in the code,
perhaps on a different processor) immediately after that i.e., at time jhi+ǫ, ǫ > 0
and be detected only when τi is next scheduled to run which may be as late as
(j + 2)hi − ηi. Since we assume eager switching, this transition will be taken
at (j + 2)hi − ηi. Thus, if a guard is not enabled at (j + 2)hi − ηi, it will go
undetected and this will result in a missed transition. Hence, the guard should
stay enabled for at least ((j + 2)hi − ηi) − (khi + ǫ) = 2hi − ηi − ǫ time units.
Since ǫ is arbitrary, to be safe, we can claim that it should stay enabled in the
code for 2hi time units so that the transition is not missed. This is illustrated in
Figure 4. However in the model, the guard would have been enabled as early as
updates to independent variables. In the worst case this takes twice the sum of
all frequencies along the longest path in the dependency graph of the variables
(=
∑
hi) to be enabled in the code following the same argument as above.
We can now state a sufficient condition for a faithful implementation as:
Theorem 6. Let the system of CICHA K be implemented on a distributed
platform, Let K correspond to a SICHA D = (B0, B1, . . . , Bn, SV ) of the SCHA
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C. Let Φ an admissible flow and let the guard set G(M) ⊆ I(M) be such that
an active transition t is enabled in state M . If,





• If PostΦ(I(M)\G(M),Ω) ⊆ I(M) where Ω = 2(hi+
∑
hj), and the sum-
mation is over all freqencies along the longest path in the dependency graph
of the guards of G,
• K is a bounded numerical error implementation of D
then, K is a faithful implementation of C with no missed transitions.
Proof. Direct from Definition 19 and Theorems 4 and 5.
4 Pointers for research
4.1 Relaxing assumptions
We have made several assumptions that can be relaxed. We have assumed in
3.2 and 3.3 that the dynamics of agents are independent. We can extend this
to include certain dependent class of systems based on the numerical method
chosen to integrate the differential equations. For example, if forward difference
methods can be applied to the underlying system of equations, then no restric-
tion is necessary on the dynamics. However these methods are generally not
stable. Backward difference formulas are more stable but internal variables of
the integration routine will also have to be shared by the agents.
So far, when considering multithreaded and distributed code generation, we
have not considered dynamics specified purely by differential equations. How-
ever, when considering real-world applications, physical constraints are often
expressed in algebraic form. Thus, we will have to consider such a system.
Differential-Algebraic Equations (DAE) ([9]) are then the appropriate formal-
ism to consider. These system of equations, in general, are much harder to solve
and are the focus of increasing research effort.
In the model, we have considered delays introduced due to communication.
In a distributed execution environment, this could be substantial and certainly
greater than the execution times and hence there is a need to incorporate it. This
could possibly be done by introducing waits before evaluating guards. Another
possibility, which is a more traditional solution, is to model the delays by using
delay differential equations [8].
4.2 Implementation considerations
We have assumed all along that the code will be instrumented with a constant
error bound. However, getting a bound on the numerical error is difficult in
practice. Only a small class of differential equations can be solved exactly. For
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most cases, numerical methods yield an approximate solution. Hence, obtaining
constant bounds on error is often not possible. Errors due to numerical integra-
tion of differential equations are thus generally analyzed and represented by the
O notation, and a constant error bound can be rarely analyzed if not impossi-
ble. Error estimates can perhaps be used to instrument the code in practical
implementations. (for e.g, see [12]). This would mean that the instrumentation
should be done dynamically.
Thus far, we have not yet considered the problem of scheduling. A detailed
study is needed judging benefits of specific scheduling algorithms.
Also, Theorem 5 gives a theoretical guarantee on no missed transitions.
Work has to be done in developing ways to realistically check the sufficient
conditions and perhaps an algorithm and a toolset is due. At least, the condition
looks to be checkable for systems with linear dynamics.
With the above considerations, we can focus on implementing the entire
framework. Reachability analysis required in Theorem 5 can be tested using
the tool d/dt [7].
4.3 Tailor-made code
With embedded systems being resource-constrained, another direction for future
work would be to identify and implement code optimization. Perhaps the code
could be custom generated once the platform details are input.
Finally, there is a need to develop a platform-specification language to tailor
the code to specific platform as envisoned in Figure 1.
Figure 5: Design Flow.
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5 Conclusion
In this report, we have summarized the assumptions and results of the work
done so far in sound code generation from hybrid system models. Figure 5 gives
the design flow from the model to the code.
In particular, we have presented the results of [6] more formally. Asynchro-
nous update and physical time considerations were introduced in this process.
We have then proposed several avenues for future work like relaxing assumptions
and considerations towards an implementation of the framework.
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A Atomic agent of the hybrid system,
Communicating Hybrid Automaton
α Maximum error bound on variables
B Instrumented Communicating Hybrid Automaton
β Regions in memory contaning subroutines of CICHA
⊥ Null position of the code
C System of CHA
Clk A Clock variable
χ Set of all states of an agent
D System of ICHA
E Set of transitions of the hybrid automata.
η Worst case execution time of CICHA
F Function associated with a differential equation
G Guard set of a state
γ Synchronization error
h Step size of an agent
H Discretized CHA
I Invariant set of a state
Id Integer identifier
INIT Function assigning initial values
Z The domain of integers
K Code implementing ICHA
κ Logical time in the CICHA
L Code implementing SICHA
M Set of all modes
N The domain of natural numbers
ν Regions in memory contaning subroutines of CSICHA
o Admissible ordering of sub-agents
ω Collection of subroutines of a CICHA
P Set of discrete states in the hybrid automata
p Current state of the hybrid automata
Φ An admissible flow
π Current Evaluated position
ψ Collection of subroutines of CSICHA
q State of the CICHA
R Reset map
R The domain of real numbers
s state of the automata
t A time variable
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T A discrete time domain
τ A real-time task
Θ Set of synchronization mechanisms
σ Set of local copies of variables
Σ Set of valuations of variables
u Valuation of a variable
V Set of all variables of an agent
VC Set of all continuous variables of an agent
ϕ Bound on communication delay
List of Acronyms
Acronym Description
CHA Communicating Hybrid Automata
CICHA Code Implementing ICHA




SA Set of sub-agents of an agent
SCHA System of CHA
SICHA System of ICHA
SV Set of shared variables
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